
IMMERSIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL MANIFOLDS 

BY 

Masahiro KURATA 

1. Introduction, Def�itions and Notation. 
Let 11,1 and Q be topological manifolds, with dim M豆dim Q. In [2] 

Gauld proved the classi五cation theorem of M' immersions for M , when 
topological manifold M' is given such as M a locally flat submanifold of the 

interior of M' and dim M' = dim Q. An M' immersion means an immersion 

of V in Q, where V is a neighbourhood of M in M' and two such are 
identi五ed if they agree over a common neighbourhood of M. cf. Lashof 

[6], Less [7] and Kirby [5]. 
Considering an induced neighbourhood of an immersion Jr x M • JrxQ 

with uniformity, we obtain the classification theorem for immersions of topoｭ

logical manifolds instead of M' immersion, where topological manifold is 
paracompact Hausdor妊 Similar result was proven by Hirsh [4] in differ・

entiable case, and by Haefliger and Poenaru [3] in PL case. 

Theorem 1. Let Mm , Qq be manifolds with dim !VI<dim Q. Let N 

be a closed subset of M. Suppose 

。 :U一一→ Q

be an immersion of a neighbourhood of N in M. 
Then the correspondance τ:vhich assigns to an immersion 

f:M-• Q 
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df:TM-• TQ 

induces a bijection between the regular homotopy classes relative ω N of 

immersions of M in Q and the homot，φy classes relative to N of represen・

tations 斤om TM  to TQ. 

We define two (complete) semi-simplicial complexes :.5o(M,Q) and ~o(M， Q). 

Definition of :.5o(M, Q). A typical k-simplex of :.5o(M, Q) is a map 

f: 11kXM-ー→ 11kXQ

which has the uniform immersion property with respect to 11¥ i. e. for each 

(t, x)ε 11k X M , there exists a neighbourhood U of t in 11k and local charts 
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σ: UxR制一一→ UxM

h: Ux Rq 一一→ UxQ

such thatσand h commute with the projection on U. Furthermore f must 
agree with idJk x {} on some neighbourhood of N in M. 

Def�ition of mo(M, Q). This is an s. s. complex of representative germs 

of TM  in TQ , a k-simplex of 沢θ (M， Q) is represented by a pair (φ，$0) such 

that the following diagram commutes. 

$0 
L1k xM一一一一 • L1k xQ 

jidX4 � j 山
φ 

L1k X V 一ー一一一一一→L1k X Q x Q 

j idxpr, ~ 1 idxpr, 
$0 

L1kxM一一一一一一ー一→L1kx Q 

where L1: M• M x M is the diagonal map, and V is a neighbourhood of 

L1(M) in Mx M. $0 and φmust satisfy the following properties. 

They commute with the projection on the L1k, $0 agrees with id x {} on L1k x 

(a neighbourhood of N in M)， φagrees with id x {} x {} on L1k x (a neigh幽

bourhood of L1(N) in M x M), and the map: L1k x V• L1k X Mx Q given by 

(t, x , x')• (t, x， ρ7・lÞ(t， x , x')) has the uniform immersion property with respect 
to L1k • 

Face operations are de五ned by restrictions to a paticular face. Each of 

the above s. s. complexes is a Kan complex without degeneracies. cf. Rourke 

and Sanderson [10]. 

A O-simplex of ~o (M, Q) is called an immersion. Two immersions 

f, f':M• Q are regularly homotopic relative to N if and only if they deterｭ

mine vertices of the same l-simples of あ(M， Q). Two representations 

(φ， $0), (φ'，$0') : TM一一→ TQ

are homotopic relative to N if and only if they determine vertices of the 

same l-simplex of 況。 (M， Q). When N=仇 we omit the subscript θ. 

When M is a manifold with boundary, M is a submanifold of the 

interior of A1', for some manifold lvl' with dim M = dim M'. For instance 

such a manifold M' is obtained from the disjoint union of M and aM x 1 

by identifying xモaM with (x, 0)ε aMx よ Moreover if M" is other maniｭ

fold of dim j¥;f containing M in its interior, then there exists a homeomorｭ

phism of a neighbourhood of M in M' onto a neighbourhood of M in M" 
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五xing M. By an immersion of a manifold M with boundary in Q , we mean 

an 1立lmerslOn

f: V-----+Q 

where V is a neighbourhood of M in M' , and such two immersions are 
identi五ed if they agree over a common neighbourhood of M. The tangent 

bundle TM  of M is defi.ned by TM'川1. In this case ,f5o(M , Q) and 抗。日1， Q) 

are independent on the choice of M'. 
De五nition. The differential 

d: ~o(M， Q) 一一明。(M， Q)

is an s. s. map as follows. For k-simplex jiε ~o(M， Q), d(f)= φ ， where 

φ: AkXTM-一→ AkXTQ

is defi.ned by φ(ム x， x') =(t, prJ(t, x) ， ρηf(t， x'.)). 

Now the main theorem is the following. 

Theorem 2. Let dim M < dim Q. 

The map 

d: お(M， Q) 一一→抗n(M， Q)

is a homot，唾ツ equivalence.

Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 as an immediate corollary. When dim M 

= dim Q , the theorem is obtained in Gauld [2]. Therefore we suppose 

dimM<dimQ. 

2. Proof of Theorem 2. 

First we prove when M -N is a handle body, that is, there exists a 

sequence of manifolds N = Mo , M2 ..., M1 = M (l豆∞) such that Mt is obtained 
from Mt-l by adding a handle. Suppose that M is obtained from Mo by 

adding a k-handle and dimM=dimMo<dimQ. 

Lemrr踊 3. The map 

げ: ~(M， Q) -----+ ~(Mo ， Q) 

is a fibration. 

Lemma 4. The map 

げ:筑(M， Q) ー→抗(Mo ， Q) 

is a fibration , where i* is the restriction m~ρ induced by the inclusion 

i: Mocー→M.
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Lemma 5. The map 

d : S'o(Bk X Bnt ヘ Q) ーー→沢。(BkxB叫ぺ Q)

is a homotopy equivalence, where 0 is ω immersion 0/ aBk x Bnt k in Q. 

Lemma 6. The map 

d : S' (B"' , Q) ー→汎(Bnt ， Q) 

is a homotopy equivalence. 

The 五bres of the fibrations 

け: S' (M, Q) ----> S' (Mo, Q) 

け:況(M， Q) 一一→沢(Mo ， Q)

are isomorphic to S'o(Bk x B国ぺ Q) and 沢o(Bk X B'" k, Q) respectively. 
By Lemma 5 of Gauld [2] , a homotopy equivalence 

d: S' (Mo, Q) ー→沢(Mo ， Q)

implies the homotopy equivalence 

d: S'(M， Q) ー→沢(M， Q)

By induction, we obtain theorem 2 when M -N is a 五nite handle body. 

When M -N is an infinite handle body, consider the projective system of 
homotopy equivalences given by the above. Taking the limite, the required 
result is obtained. cf. Philips [9]. 

In the general case the proof is similar to Gauld [2]. 

Proofs of Lemma 4-6 are similar to those of Gauld [2]. We need only 

to prove Lemma 3. 

3. lnduced neighbourhood by an immersion. 

Suppose a map 

F: ]kxMー→ ]kXQ

has an uniform immersion property. 

De五nition. A neighbourhood of lvf induced by f is a triple (M', i ， φ) 

such that M' is a manifold with dim M' = dim Q, i: M • M' is a locally flat 

embedding into the interior of M' , a map 

φ: ]kxM' 一一→ Jk xQ

has an uniform immersion property with respect to ]k , and the following 
diagram commutes. 
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idxi 
IkxM • IkxM' 

" f 
¥ 

~ IrxQ 

φ 
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1n this section we prove the existance and the uniqueness of an induced 

neighbourhood by f , when λ1 is compact. 

Lemma 7 and 8 are due to Haefliger and Poenaru [3]. 

Lemma 7. Su;伸ose

F: JrxM一一→ IrxQ

hω1 an uniform immersion 1うroperty， and X is comρact. Then for αny 

tε Ir there exist α cubic neighbourhood 1, of t in Ir and an induced neighｭ

bourhood (M' , i ， φ) by F[I, xM. 

Proof Fix tε Ir. For any xεM， there are a neighbourhood U(x) of t 

in l" and V' (x) in M such that F [U(x) x V' (x) is an embedding of U(x) x 

V'(x) in Ir x Q. De五ne the metric on M. 

For the open covering {V'(X)}XEM of M , there is p>O such that any 

open ball Vp(x) with the radius ρand the center x is contained in some 

V'(ど). We can choose a 五nite covering {Vp/3 (x j ) , …, Vp/3(Xl)} of M. Let 

the covering {Vb .一….一.，V;只l} of M be a refi五命fin問1児eme印nt of {V1J凶J/々 ぷ3バ(収Z判l山 .一….一.， V，九p附/β3(はZ勾刈'l)リ} such 

t出ha批t Vic V只iムJλ，/3 ( 

There are a neighbourhood Ui of t in Ir and an open set Ni C Q such that 

UiC U(xi), F(Ui x V, )c U; X N i , and if 17包 η Vj = ゆ and Vi U Vjc V'(x) for 

some xεM then 以内Nj = <�. Let 1, C n U!, be a cubic neighbourhood of t 

in Ir. Then the open coverings {Vt } , {Ni} satisfy 

1. F [ (1, x v,) is an embedding of 1, x V, into 1, x Ni ・

2. If v, n Vj = ゆ and V, n vz 弓とり， ~うれ vz 弓とゆ for some V l , then 

N乞 nNj = φ

Now we construct a q-manifold M' as follows. Consider the disjoint 

sum U{i}xNi. The relation which identifies (j, x) and (k, y) if x=y and 

Fjn Vk手。， is an equivalence relation. The quotient space M' of U {i} x N包

by this relation is q-manifold. The point represented by (j, x) is denoted 

by [j, x]. 
The map 

~ : lvl' 一一→ Q
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where SO( [j, x] =x is an immersion. 

The map 

G: ItxM一一→ 1t xM'

defined by G(t', x) = (t' , [i, przF(t', x)]) with x ε Vi is well-defined and an 

embedding commuting with the projection on the 1t factor. 

Moreover 

(id1t X so) 0 G = F I (lt x M) . 
Let the map 

i:M一一→ M'

is the embedding given by i(x)=przoG(t, x). By the Isotopy Extension 

Theorem of Edward and Kirby [1], there is a cube of homeomorphisms 

H: 1txM' 一一→ 1t xM'

such that G ==H 0 (idl , x i). 

Let φ= (id1t X SO)oH. Then φhas an uniform immersion property with 

respect to 1t , and the following diagram commutes. 

idxi 
ItxM 一→ 1t xM'

川xMハ /φ
\、〆

1txQ 

Lemma 8. Suppωe M is a co例μct manifold and a map 

F: IrxM一一 1rxQ

hωαn 仰俳'rm immersion pr，ゆerty ωith reゆect to Ir. 1f (M' , i， φ) and 

日fぺ i' ， (/)') are neighboU1・hoods of M induced り F. Then there exist a 

neighbourhood W of i(M) in M' and a homeomoゆhish J of r x W onto 

a neighbourhood of 1r x i'(M) in 1r x M" commuting with the projectioナ1 on 

X with the following commutative diαgram. 

idxi 
PxM • 1r x W 

~~~F 仇LW
"冶/ I J 

~ 1rxQ 

id × iJ\\\\\\φF ↓ 
--___ ---------• 1r x M" 
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Proo.ザofよ As i出n [3. ~ド7. Proposition 2斗]， t出he悦r陀e exist a 0叩pe印n covering {w，κηy号勺~}ふ}iレ包ド日円=寸斗1.卜@“@
Oぱf 1rγ ×刈i(仰M) in 1rγ xM' and 川仰yう勺仏;リ仏}i包ド日=斗1川， z of 1r xυi'(Mげ1) in 1r x Mげ1" such t出ha剖t the 

following conditions are satisfied. 

1. (/Ji= φ IWi and φi-φ， 1 W; are homeomorphisms of Wi and W~ into 

1r x Q respectively. And image φiclmageφi. 

2. If win Wj = φ ， there is an open set V in 1γx M" such that 

W~U W;cV and φ1 V is a homeomorphism. 

3.φ;-I(/Ji (t, i (x)) = (t, i' (x)) for xεM. 
The local homeomorphism f of v We in IZﾗJifH given by f(t, z)= 

φ;1φバム x) for (t, x)ε Wi is well defined. J' commutes with the projection 

on 1r. Because J'(t, i(x))= (t, i'(刈)， J' is injective on 1r x i(M). By Whiteｭ

head [11 , ~ 4], there is a neighbourhood W of i(M) in M' such that 1r x 

W c U Wi. J = J' W x W and W satisfy the required conditions. 

Lemma 9. Sψpose M is compact. 

A maJり

F: 1rxM-ー→ 1rxQ

has an uniform i:叩叩ersion property with respect to Ir. 

Then there is a neighbourhood (M', i，仇 of 1¥1 induced b.ッ F.

Proof For any tε 1r ， there is a cubic neighbourhood 1, of t in 1r, with 
a neighbourhood (M" it , (/Jt) of M induced by Fl1t x M. Let n be a positive 

integer such that any cube Y [ak, bk]clr, where lak一九 1< 一三， is contained 
k~1 n 

in some 1,. Define the cube 1iclr, i=l , '.'， n九 as follows. 

L=211十五:_l_]

w here i = 1 + .E nγb jk=Ü , ..., n-1. 
k 1 

Let 

Xz ニ U 1i. 
i~l 

Inductively we will construct a neighbourhood X; of Xz in Ir and a 

neighbourhood (Mz, ì z, �'z) of M induced by FI(X; x M). When l = が，
(M z, Ìz , ﾘz) is the required neighbourhood. 

It is clear when l = 1. 

Suppose we are given X; and (Mz, Ìz , (j:z). X;f 1 and (Ml+h ﾌl7b ﾘ1c1) 

are given as follows. Cubes 1z ,i and 1; ,'i (1 三二 i 三二 f 十 1) are defined by 
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ι= ﾝ fi主 -ð(jk) 凡主土l+グ(jk).P1l
正=\ l n n I 

ι= 支 I _i~--þ-ð (jk)・九五土l+ -�-�'(jk).P1l 
k=� l n 辺 n 辺 I

where �(jk) = 0 if jk = 0 , �(jk) = 1 if ù 手 O

。'(ム)=0 if jk=n-l , �'(Jk) = 1 if ム学 n-l
l 

and P1 is a positive number such that Pz <一一 and， 11,;, cX; for any i豆 l.
4n 

Y1 = U 11,;, and Zl = U 1;,;, are neighbourhoods of X1 in 1 r , and contained in 
;， ~Z ;，壬Z

X;. For 1z ,z_ 1> there exists tZ + 1 ε 1r such that 1z ， z+lc1tz+1 ・
r ~ 1 I 

Let 約: 11 ,z+1• r and cp' : 1r • I 0, ~ I x 1r-1 be homeomorphisms such 
I . 2 I 

that 

約(YZn 1z,z+l) = [0，汁 xrーl，叫 n1z ， t-l) = [叶 x1r
-
1 

cp / ([0，士] x 1r-l) = id 

The homeomorphism defined by 

ヂ = CPi 1 。タ'。タ1 : 1z ， z ム 1 ー→ YZn 1z,z• 1 

satis五es cpl(Zzn1z,z+I)=id. 

For neighbourhoods (Mz ， む ， Ø1 1((Yz n1z ，l+l)xMz)) and (Mtz刊 ， 'ltz+ 1 ' 仇z ，..， 1
((Yz n 1z,z+l) X Mtz)) of M induced by FI((Yz n 1z,z fl) x M)), there is a neighｭ

bourhood Mz 十 1 of む (M) in 沼z and a homeomorphism Jz of (Yzn1z,zH)xMz+1 
into (Yz n 1z ,z+l) x M仏 1 commuting with the projection on Yz n 1z,l ; 1, with the 
following commutative diagram; 

tdxiz 
(Yz n 1z,z+l) X M • (Yz n 1z,z• I)X MZ+l 

¥ ¥/  \φzl(Yz n1z，ト 1) X MZ+l 

FI((Yz n 1z,z+l) X M) / 
\\\、〆 I Jz 
~~ (Yz n 1z,z+l) X Q 

~~ "¥ 
\\\φt， ム 1((Yz n 1z,z+l) X Mtz+ ,) 

idx it ， 、ご \γ ↓

山 ~、→ (仔Yz n1zι， z計川zれ刊十叶J1d) ﾗ Mthzι+ 

Let X;+十1=1n凶lt Zz U1n凶lt 1z山 1 and il+1 = ゐ， where 1nt Zz and 1nt 1z,z71 are interiors 
of Zz and 1z,Z+l in 1r respectively. 
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The map 

ØZ, 1 x; • 1 X MZ~1 一一→ xZ+ 1 X Q 
given by 

( ﾘz (t, x) if (t, x)ε(1nt 乙)x 庖Z i 1 

あ1(μ) = ~φtz+ ， 0(10-1 xid)oJzo(μ id)(い)

l if (t, x) ε(1ntιZ+I) x Mz十 1

is well defined because Jz commutes with the projection on the first factor, 
and 輟l(Zz n 1z ， z 十 1)=id. Clearly Øz 十 1 has the uniform immersion property, and 
commutes with the projection on X;+1 ・

Jz ,toìz(x) = iti+J判 for (t, x) ε (Yz叫んl)xM where J I ,t(x)=pr2 oJ I (t, x). 
Then for (t, x) ε(1nt 1z,z+l) x M , 

( 九 1 0 ( ルι 1)(t, x) = (/J tz+ , ((t, Jz 叫吋附t

=φ仇九勺tl +十ι itz_ l _ 1 (幼)
= F(t, x). 

Therefore (沼山 ， �z 1 ，ム， 1) satis五es the required conditions. 

4. Proof of the fi.bration lemma for immersions. 

Now we will prove Lemma 3 when M -Mo has a k-handle when 

dim M<dim Q. 1t su伍ces to prove the following lifting problem. 

H。
IγxO (BkXB明ぺ Q)

~" 
H 

~ 

...-.......... .... 

〆〆〆

I i* , ~ 〆
~ 

〆
〆

〆

〆
~ 

1r x1 
(( Bk一戸い

We may assume Ho , h as follows. cf. Gauld [2. Lemma 3] 

h : 1r x 1 x (2Bk---?::-ﾋk¥ x 2Bm 止一一 1r x 1xQ 
¥ 2 / 

Ho: 1r x Ox2Bk x2Bm-k ←ー←一一一一→ 1r xOxQ 

such that 

引(川
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and h, Ho have the uniform immersion property. 
Our task is to extend h and Ho to 

H: ]r x]x 2Bk x 2Bm-k 一一一→ ]r x]XQ 

By Lemma 9, there are a neighbourhood (Wl> il> H 0) of 2Bk x 2B四 k

i山ed by 品 and a ゆbouω(民 i2 ， h) of (2Bk_+刊 x2Bm-k 

induced by h. We may assume that 

W1 = 3Bk x 4Bn-k 

i1 : 2Bk x 2Bm-k c一一__ 3Bk x 4Bn--k 

By Lemma 8, there exist a ゆbourhood 帆 of i1 (( 2Bkーすか)X2B皿う
in 3Bk x 4~ -k and a homeomorphism J of ]r x 0 X 司令 in ]r X 0 X W2 with 

the following commutative diagram; 

idxi1 _-~→ ]rxOx W , 

いO×(品評)x 2Bm -k ------ 一一------------ / 
/ 

/ 

where 

". '" Hzl(]r x 0 x W3) 

¥ h'//  

¥¥¥¥IrﾗOﾗQ 
-dﾗi2¥h|(IrJoﾗWz) 

\• 
\一一→ ]rxOx W2 

J 

h'=hl( ],. x 0 x (2Bk_ _!_゚k¥ X 2Bm-k¥=HJ(]r x 0 x (2Bk_ _!_削 x2B禍ーバ
1¥ ¥ 2 J J "I¥ ¥ 2 I I 

We may a…眠= (3Bk_士的 x 4Bn-k 

Let J t (x)=pr3 o J(t, 0, x). The map 

j山X(3Bk寸作4Bn-k---+一一]rx]γ

given by h'(t, t'， 司=五(υ， Jt (司) has the uniform immersion pro阿臥 and

か (t， t' ， 刷)=五(μ Jt O i1 (x))

= h(仏 i2 (x)) 
= h(t, t', x) 
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for (t, t' ， 司 ε山x (2Bk_+刊×沼

Moreover 

広I(ハOX(3Bk-士的 x4Bnーい'I(ハ ox (3゚k_+Bk)) x 4Bm う
By Gauld [2], there exists an extension of H 0 and 

h'l( Ir x Ix (2Bk-~ 刊 x 2Bn うhいいw叩叩i江油t出h t白he…um凶山i
H: Ir xlx3Bk x 4Bnト一 k 一一→ IrxlxQ.

The composition 

H=Hoo(idxiJ): Ir xlx2Bk x2Bm-k 一一→ Ir xlxQ 

IS a r山
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